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1. WHAT IS GOOD 
HELP AND WHY DOES 
IT MATTER?



GOOD AND BAD HELP
Good help - supports people to feel hopeful, identify their 
own purpose and confidently take action. 

Bad help - does the opposite, undermining people’s 
confidence, sense of purpose and independence. 







GOOD HELP BAD HELP



IT’S ABOUT 
RELATIONSHIPS, 
WHAT WE CALL 
TOUCHPOINTS.

The diagram illustrates how Jane 
reduced her dependence on 
alcohol (supported by Club Soda) 
with the help she received at 
various touchpoints in her 
journey.







“that confidence, or self-efficacy, is 
a prerequisite for action is a long 
established tenet of social 
psychology.”
Lisa Shu
Assistant Professor, London Business School

The diagram opposite illustrates how Good Help is an 
old idea with a well established evidence base (theory 
and practice). The trouble is this knowledge is very 
often absent in how our mainstream public services 
work, with often tragic consequences.



THE COSTS OF BAD HELP
Acute costs of bad help are well established
For example, JobCentres that generate in-work poverty, rehabilitation that creates re-offending, the removal of youth 
services correlated with, and probably causing, knife crime. Many professionals such as social workers and teachers 
are trained in good help, but their case loads make it impossible to offer.

Chronic and subtle effects are less obvious but very damaging
Everyday exposure to bad help erodes confidence and mental health, making activities such as parenting and healthy 
eating much harder, and sometimes impossible. 

Huge financial costs of bad help
For every person trapped by bad help there is avoidable ongoing expenditure. When bad help affects millions of 
people, as we believe it does, the financial costs are huge.

Invisible everyday bad help generating powerlessness
Many of us live in networks of disabling relationships: professionals who tell us what to do and don’t listen, companies 
that treat us as widgets in their machine, even parents who inadvertently generate limiting beliefs in their children. We 
believe these disabling relationships are a contributing factor to the powerless we see today.

We simply cannot afford to keep providing bad help.
Too much is at stake. Too many people are unnecessarily trapped in negative cycles and lost opportunities 
perpetuated by bad help. 





Reduction in both A&E & arrests attendances in over 
90% of people supported.

Working in Somerset to help older people report 
£525,619 saving for council.

£2.43 saving for every £1 spent.

INVESTING FOR THE FUTURE





2. GOOD HELP IN 
YORK



3. JOIN THE 
PROGRAMME



Our Mission
To mainstream good help in professional work and daily life; so 
that it is deeply established where it is most needed and cannot be 
easily uprooted.

Four Work Areas
We think to deliver the mission there are four work areas we will have 
to focus on:
1. Places being transformed through the application of good help
2. A growing movement of advocates, supporters and practitioners that 

mainstream good help into professional work and daily life
3. A body of evidence showing that, and how, good help can be 

transformative
4. National systems that better support good help.



PLACES



DISABLING 
SERVICES



PLACES
In each place we hope to:
§ establish a long-lasting local movement of people
§ Establish a cross service way of working that seeks to offer Good Help through the 

whole of life
§ start on a specific project (e.g. a school, advice service, social care        

programme, commissioning, community good help).                                        
Partners such as DWP, DfE, Local Trust, NSPCC.

§ be led by local individuals and organisations with senior buy-in
§ be able to demonstrate with evidence the difference we have made.
§ prioritise resources allocation to local activities, not the Good Help ‘organisation’

Six Step Approach (to get started)
1. Co-design project
2. Form a local Good Help partnership
3. Inspiration Event 1 (100+ people)
4. Refine possible activities
5. Smaller action specific events (run in parallel)
6. Decide which activities to take forward
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Thanks for listening and let’s stay in touch…

rwilson@osca.co
@richwi1son


